Interactive Machine Learning Heuristics
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ABSTRACT

End-user interaction with machine learning based systems will result in new usability challenges for the field of human computer interaction. Machine learning algorithms are often complicated to the point of being literal black boxes, presenting a unique challenge in the context of interaction with and understanding by end-users. In order to address these challenges, the most relied upon usability inspection method, the heuristic evaluation, must be adapted for the unique end-user experiences that interactive machine learning presents. To address this gap, this paper introduces ten heuristics for interactive machine learning. These heuristics have been developed by distilling design principles from interactive machine learning literature.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Visualization—Visualization design and evaluation methods

1 INTRODUCTION

Machine learning has enabled many new forms of user experiences and interactions across the landscape of human computer interaction such as self-driving cars, voice assistants and personalized recommendation systems. These advances push machine learning from being an underlying technical infrastructure unaddressed by HCI research to the forefront of user experience and interface design [13, 31, 33]. As such, machine learning is now a new frontier for human computer interaction: as a source of innovation for user experience and design [26, 30] which in turn requires new design methods and research practices [6, 8]. Much of the research into this space falls under purview of interactive machine learning (IML).

According to Dudley and Kristensson IML is a new paradigm that seeks to enable everyday users to interactively explore the model space through trial-and-error and drive the system towards an intended behavior, reducing the need for supervision by practitioners [9]. IML draws from similar logic as 2nd wave HCI [4] which emphasizes the importance of understanding both the agency and context of end users [32]. From this perspective, what is important to the user is often an emergent property of interaction. In contrast to how machine learning has traditionally been undertaken, often overlooking the importance of both the agency and context of end-users [2], IML seeks to leverage end-users in design of machine learning models by enabling the end-user to guide systems to their own needs and purposes.

A key element of IML is the design of interfaces that enable and support co-adaptivity such that the end-users interactions and target model directly influence each others behavior. These interactions between the system and user are emergent properties of the interface, which raises interface design and usability as a key challenges for IML. Acknowledging the challenge these new interactions present, noted machine learning scholar Amershi poses the question:

How we should design future human interaction with interactive machine learning, much like we have for designing traditional interfaces [2]? An important step towards answering this challenge will be addressing the gulf between traditional interface evaluation methods [18] and interface evaluation methods suitable for IML [5].

While there is growing acknowledgement of the challenges user experience (UX) and visualization practitioners face while working with machine learning [8, 12, 33, 34]; the method of heuristic evaluation has not been updated to address the challenges of IML. The heuristic evaluation is the most basic tool for improving the usability of an interface [24]. Heuristic evaluation is vital in conditions of limited time and access that many UX practitioners and visualization experts can find themselves in while working with fast-paced and often adversarial development environments. In the constellation of UX methods, heuristic evaluation is often referred to as a discount usability method because it can be used by practitioners without advanced training, requires no special equipment and requires little time [23]. Of course, heuristic evaluation should be one of many techniques applied in the grand scheme of human centered design but in many cases the only user research done (or rather allowed to be done by the constraints of industry) is the heuristic evaluation. For these reasons, developing a rigorous, empirically tested and theoretically sound heuristic evaluation method suitable for the unique challenges of IML is urgent work for the HCI, visualization and machine learning communities.

2 HEURISTICS FOR IML

A heuristic evaluation is an informal expert evaluation technique that relies on a series of heuristics (broad, general rules) to aid decision making [23]. The goal of the evaluation is to determine if the interface conforms to the heuristics. By checking the system against a set of heuristics, baseline usability can be achieved earlier on in the system design process prior to more formal, time consuming evaluations with end-users.

The set of heuristics developed by Nielsen and Molich [24] are the most well-known and used throughout HCI. These original ten heuristics were developed in the early 90s based on the most common usability issues known across various desktop computing applications. However, the range and form of both hardware and software has grown rapidly. As such, there have been many new sets of heuristics developed [19]. These new heuristics are typically some modification of the original ten such that they are amenable to the intricacies of a new domain (e.g. ambient displays [20], interactive televisions [7], ubiquitous computing [28], visual analytics [27]). Similarly, our work addresses the various limitations of the original ten heuristics when applied to unique aspects of IML.

Researchers have noted how IML challenges many of the assumptions of usability that the original heuristics were meant to address [2, 3, 16]. To illustrate this point, consider how the interaction principle that underlies the systems Nielsen’s heuristics were intended to address is direct-manipulation: that objects of interest for the user should be visible and interactable in a simple, direct manner analogous to how the user might in real life [17]. Nielsen’s heuristics 1, 2, 3 and 4 attempt to enforce direct manipulation. In contrast, some
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of the keys aspects of IML are not available to direct manipulation given that some types of machine learning models, specifically deep learning models, cannot be directly manipulated [21]. Moreover, an IML system will evolve as it receives additional user feedback which may make its behaviors difficult to predict which violates heuristics 1, 3. Furthermore, this evolution may occur in such a way that is not intuitive or clear which would violate heuristics 1, 3, 4, and possibly 5.

To address some of the breakdowns noted above, we have developed ten heuristics specific to IML systems. Our method for developing these heuristics follow the guidelines for generating new domain specific heuristics described by [14]. We began by first identifying the key elements of IML defined within two large review papers of multiple IML systems [2, 9]. Next, we extracted the most salient design guidelines, usability challenges, and interaction techniques of IML user interaction within [2, 9, 16, 31]. We then grouped this extracted information into categories based on similarity while omitting redundancies and translating more abstract, higher level design language into tangible action statements suitable for heuristic evaluation procedures. We compared and contrasted these action statements with Nielsen’s general set of heuristics drawing from our collective experiences designing and evaluating IML systems to modify language and scope. Based on these comparisons and conversations we iterated and refined the action statements into ten heuristics.

The specific interpretation and relative importance of these heuristics are likely to vary depending on the level of involvement expected of the user and on the complexity of the required functionality. Compare, for example, a user seeking to instruct a content suggestion of the user's desire for control over behavior and providing exhaustive machine-centric knobs. Finding the right balance between adequate user control and confusing algorithm level parameter adjustment is a difficult problem.

2.1 Model Input

The most fundamental component of an IML system is to enable user interaction with the model. To accomplish this, users must provide some input into the model. Heuristic 1 summarizes the need for users to provide general guidance for the goals and intention of the model, while Heuristic 2 encourages systems to adopt nuanced feedback mechanisms. To further improve model input, Heuristic 3 encourages the interface to consider intent rather than input in order to encourage user engagement and understanding.

Heuristic 1: Enable the User to Steer the Model

Explanation: The interface should enable the user to iteratively steer the model towards a desired concept through the interaction techniques available and the visual feedback presented.

Example: A facial expression recognizer that allows the user to iteratively train the classifier. Guidance to the user in this steering task could be achieved by the following instructions: When you show examples of angry face, vary them as much as possible. Appropriate framing of the task and simple guidance can positively influence user performance and model quality.

Benefit: By creating a tight coupling between the system and the user, model steering engenders a sense of user control.

Problem: In some cases, numerous user actions may be required before the model reflects a desired change. An application that cannot respond in a timely manner to user steering is a potential cause of significant frustration.

Heuristic 2: Enable the User to Provide Feedback that Improves Concept Quality

Explanation: Allow the user to provide feedback on specific instances by (re)assigning labels, selecting or re-weighting features, generating new samples, or adjusting costs matrices.

Example: An image processing tool could allow the user to draw directly on images to guide the training of an image classifier. The user reviews the current classifier performance based on its classification of image regions and provides more feedback by drawing on the image if necessary to improve concept quality.

Benefit: Enabling the user to provide feedback at the concept level will improve the overall quality of the model while also furthering the sense of control over the system.

Problem: Generally, the preference for the user is for more complete and specific feedback methods. It is important to balance the user’s desire for control over behavior and providing exhaustive machine-centric knobs. Finding the right balance between adequate user control and confusing algorithm level parameter adjustment is a difficult problem.

Heuristic 3: Capture Intent Rather than Input

Explanation: What the user does is not always the same as what the user intends. Therefore, the interface should help to extract user intent from potentially noisy input actions where possible (and appropriate).

Example: An interactive machine learning application developed for building custom social networks could capture the user’s intent after they skip past contacts by implicitly indicating that these contacts should be labelled as negative samples.

Benefit: Creative ways of capturing intent can provide rich interaction experiences to drive model behavior.

Problem: Users and their tasks are often dynamic and unpredictable. Capturing current intent will often be a moving target.

2.2 User Feedback

User feedback can come in a variety of levels. Heuristic 4 encourages systems to provide general or global model feedback. The proper method is model and system dependent, but often manifest in the form of model scores or confusion matrices. More granular feedback, as discussed in Heuristic 5, is a topic of research for visualization experts. Modern techniques such as LIME [25] or saliency maps [29] should be incorporated into IML systems so users obtain a more nuanced understanding of model behavior. Both of these feedback mechanisms should address Heuristic 6 by providing feedback in as natural way as possible. Considerations for how to visualize feedback during the interactions is of particular interest to visualization researchers [11].

Heuristic 5: Support User Assessment of Model Quality

Explanation: Users need to be able to assess the quality of the current state of the model. Quality can be in terms of coverage, prediction accuracy, or confidence.

Example: A social network group creation tool could present filters generated based on features in the model. User interaction with these filters would provide insight on the patterns that were being exploited by the model and thus serve the dual purpose of allowing the user to assess the model as well as their intended function as an interaction element.

Benefit: Supporting assessment of model quality is vital to scaffold users ability to develop strategies that iteratively work towards desired levels of model quality.
Problem: Depending on the context, quality can be a nebulous concept. Determining the proper metrics for the application can be difficult and can change depending on the user.

Heuristic 5: Provide Instance-Based Explanations to the User
Explanation: Provide human-readable illustrations of the learned concept. This can allow users to understand the model predictions in a specific instance of model failure or success.
Example: The classification of a particular message as being related to the topic hockey might be accompanied by examples of other passages about hockey or the explanation this message has many more words related to Hockey than other sports.
Benefit: Understanding why the model fails in a particular instance may help the user determine the most appropriate feedback strategy.
Problem: The most appropriate means of illustration will vary based both on data, application type and on the level of understanding possessed by the user.

Heuristic 6: Support Rich, Natural Feedback
Explanation: People want to provide feedback naturally, rather than be forced to interact in limited, system-centric ways. Support rich, user-centric feedback.
Example: A text classification system for email messages could support a rich variety of user feedback mechanisms to improve the classifier's performance: suggesting alternative features to use, adjusting the importance or weight given to different features, or modifying the information extracted from the text.
Benefit: Providing rich natural feedback mechanisms will improve user engagement and motivation with model steering tasks.
Problem: Care must be taken not to overwhelm the user with too many feedback options. Novel interactions are potentially rich, but equally unfamiliar.

2.3 Interaction Design
The following heuristics provide guidelines for connecting the two-way user-model communication channels into an interactive loop. Heuristic 7 suggests that all model inputs and responses should be explicit. Heuristic 8 encourages systems to maintain mechanisms for reworking models when users make mistakes. This process facilitates Heuristic 9 preventing significant errors and together they encourage a sense of confidence that the user is free to explore the model and data space. The final heuristic, Heuristic 10, stipulates the importance of documentation when users are both learning a system and exploiting it to its complete potential.

Heuristic 7: Make Interactions and Constraints Explicit
Explanation: Any user interaction that influences model behavior (and/or the constraints in doing so) should be made explicit.
Example: Many recommender systems exploit user input for dual purposes, i.e., a like provides a signal of interest to a social group but may also inform future recommendations. While dual-purpose input with unclear objectives may be suitable for recommender systems, generally, being explicit when requesting user input, whether singular, or multi-purpose, is preferable.
Benefit: The degree to which a user understands their ability and limitations in addressing model behavior may have a significant impact on their satisfaction with the interface and the refinement actions with which they proceed.
Problem: The degree to which the user needs to understand how their interactions are impacting the system will need to be balanced against the amount of information required to do so as too much information will be confusing and detrimental to performance.

Heuristic 8: Promote Trial-and-Error based Model Exploration
Explanation: The process of steering and refining a model is better served if a sense of exploration is promoted within the user. Provide revision mechanisms and history information to support the user to actively explore the model space.
Example: A visualization of model improvement or degradation along with undo functionality could guide user efforts to refine the model.
Benefit: Promoting trial-and-error based exploration leverages human insight and promotes engagement.
Problem: Directing too much user attention towards model exploration may not always correlate well with the users overall goal. Additionally, providing robust mechanisms for undo functionality could be laborious depending on the underlying machine learning techniques used.

Heuristic 9: Error Prevention
Explanation: Users are often imprecise and inconsistent. They may not stick to a cohesive concept, and additionally introduce errors and bias. All of these common user flaws will have a negative effect on trained model quality. Careful design of the interface, both in terms of the information presented and guidance, can help prevent these user errors.
Example: In order to prevent user errors in labeling tasks, targeted information can be provided when a label is requested. The information provided to the user could be a combination of contextual features of the sample to be labeled, explanations of those features, the learner’s own prediction of the label for the sample, or its uncertainty in this prediction.
Benefit: Errors can have a lasting impact on the quality of the system and interactions. Minimizing errors will improve both the process and the final outcome. Additionally, if the user understands that they are in part responsible for errors, then they may be more forgiving in their perception of the system.
Problem: High complexity of interaction with IML makes it difficult for users to perceive or prevent their own errors.

Heuristic 10: Help and Documentation
Explanation: Sometimes users want to learn how to provide nuanced feedback to steer the system. Therefore, tutorials should describe how various controls and actions will impact the learner.
Example: An interactive tutorial that walks users through interface features and strategies to steer the model or assess model quality.
Benefit: Users trust of a system is based on how well they understand it. Many users will be unfamiliar with the IML interaction paradigm so help and documentation will be vital.
Problem: Balance will be needed between explaining the core concepts of machine learning that underlie interactions within an IML system and not overwhelming the user with technical details.

3 DISCUSSION
Taken together, these ten heuristics cover the essential elements of IML user interface design as outlined in [2, 9]. There are many ways to utilize these heuristics. To start, the heuristics can be used to guide early system development choices such as selection of machine learning algorithm, explanatory visualization technique, or interface design paradigm. For example, some standard machine learning algorithms have relatively easy to visualize underlying architecture whereas others such as deep learning algorithms do not. In this case, using the heuristics informs how an early decision to use
As Dudley and Kristensson noted:

A key step towards addressing this challenge will require researchers the larger machine learning community [1]. Challenges of bias, transparency, and accountability being faced in engagement with machine learning systems. The clarity, control, and presented by IML. As an approach, IML is vital to address the grow-develop evaluation practices suitable for the unique usability issues across the visualization, machine learning, and HCI communities to this work, as well as improve our proposed set of interactive machine learning heuristics.

4 CONCLUSION

As Dudley and Kristensson noted:

Machine learning techniques are slowly creeping into the lives of non-expert users. Enabling users to efficiently interact with such algorithms is likely to be a key design challenge in the coming decade [9].

A key step towards addressing this challenge will require researchers across the visualization, machine learning, and HCI communities to develop evaluation practices suitable for the unique usability issues presented by IML. As an approach, IML is vital to address the growing ubiquity of systems with underlying machine learning techniques that people are using without understanding, often leading to adverse results. Using these heuristics will increase user understanding and engagement with machine learning systems. The clarity, control, and power afforded to users in IML might help to address the ongoing challenges of bias, transparency, and accountability being faced in the larger machine learning community [1].
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